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a b s t r a c t 

MechaCells are designed as closed, scalable and modular semi-autonomous devices that can be used alone or 

part of a pack. In this paper, we discuss a locomotion system that uses the reaction force produced by a rotating 

unbalance that moves in a spherical domain with a steering mechanism. In order to produce the precise motion 

capability, a multi-loop controller is developed. This controller uses a friction compensation algorithm based on 

the mathematical model of the locomotion system. To improve the accuracy of tracking, conventional LuGre 

friction estimation model is extended for rapid directional changes of the MechaCell during planar motion. The 

linear and rotational acceleration of the device is also included in controller calculations since it affects the loco- 

motion force generated by the unbalanced mass. The resulting control system is validated both with simulations 

and experiments and the effectiveness of the extended model and the controller is verified. Our results show 

significant improvement when a detailed friction compensation observer is used in the controller that includes 

the effect of sudden steering changes for precise path following. 
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. Introduction 

In recent years, there has been increased use of sensors and actua-

ors and devices with on-board diagnostics that create useful controller

esign opportunities as reported in [1–4] . Due to their multi-domain

ature, design and manufacturing of these smart mechatronic systems

an be a challenging and a complicated task. One way to manage the

omplexities is to use modularity during the design and manufacturing

hases as discussed in [5,6] . For example by increasing the component-

haring modularity, complicated systems can be built by using simple

ommon modules that are identical in engineering properties. 

The application of component-sharing modularity in mechatronic

ystems, especially in the ground robotics field, is studied by various

esearchers. In [7] , an overview of the reconfigurable modular sys-

ems is given. Building scalable, self-repairing, self-sustaining and self-

onfiguring systems are presented as grand challenges in this field. A

esign method and experiments for whole-body locomotion by a modu-

ar robot is presented in [8] . In this work, the locomotion of the whole

tructure is studied rather than the module motion. In [9] , a modular

obotic device was designed such that modules can self-assemble them-

elves to form a robotic structure, and can move independently. How-

ver, the locomotion system used in this module is not enclosed, which

ay be problematic for precision motion and for un-ideal surface con-

itions. Generally, the final external structure of the system is studied
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ather than how to unify the capabilities and strengthen device collab-

ration. In [10] , a modular self configurable robot that changes shape

orizontally to convey micro parts is developed, which is also close to

he application used in this paper. 

Our motivation is to apply the principle of component-sharing mod-

larity and utilize its potential in mechatronics area by developing a

calable mechatronic module that can be used as the building block for

ore complicated systems. Component sharing modularity in mecha-

ronic systems imply that, complex systems can be build from a single

odule. This module should be miniaturizable, have the ability of both

ensing and actuation and should be strong/sturdy enough to address

he external disturbance such as surface friction. Similar examples in

ecent literature is the research where the swarm devices such as Kilo-

ot [11] , Alice robots [12] were developed. However, on contrary to

warm devices, mechatronic modules discussed here are designed to ac-

omplish tasks that involve physical interaction as part of a larger sys-

em with controlled actuation and sensing. These devices will be shortly

eferred as MechaCells . 

In Fig. 1 , a precision positioning task performed by MechaCells is

llustrated as an example. A group of Mechacells can position a work-

iece on a plane so that a laser machining operation is performed. This

ype of handling can be important especially for the cases when the

orkpiece is too fragile to be attached inside a fixture on a positioning

ystem. Moreover, this operation may need to be done at a hard to reach
co. 
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Fig. 1. A small scale laser manufacturing system illustrating the use of MechaCell devices to guide a workpiece on a planar surface. 

Fig. 2. Parts of the MechaCell and assembly steps. 
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rea such as in the cases of on-board repairs. The example depicted in

ig. 1 suggests that the mechatronic systems with more precise tasks

ill require modules that have advanced capabilities such as controlled

otion and force. 

In Fig. 2 , the mechatronic module, which was designed and devel-

ped to test the idea of applying component-sharing modularity (i.e.

uilding systems from common modules) for generic systems, is shown.

he numbers in this figure show the assembly order. The mechanical

esign of this device and its components were discussed in detail in
13,14] . In [15] , the cooperative operation strategies for MechaCells is

iscussed for dextereous manipulation. This device contains a steering

ervo-motor (S), a primary vibration motor (V), a three axis accelerom-

ter and a surface pressure sensor and finally an embedded computer

ith wireless communication capabilities for interacting with other de-

ices. The modules can also be mechanically connected each other with

agnet pairs and/or mechanical hinges placed on their external sur-

ace. The test prototypes do not include a power-pack and are powered

xternally using thin isolated wires. In the current design, the device
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Fig. 3. The locomotion mechanism of the MechaCell using an unbalanced mass. 
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lso have a secondary vibration motor attached at the top to control its

rientation. 

The integration and operation of sensing, actuation and computing

ardware in the MechaCell system is explained in [14] . The mechanism

hat provides the locomotion of the module is a novel application of con-

rolled unbalance motion as shown in Fig. 3 . Rotational motion of the

nbalance mass generates a force that causes the translational motion

f the base cylinder. The mechanism consists of a rotating unbalance

ass attached to a steering cylinder. The steering cylinder is attached

o the base cylinder. For representing the motion of the body and the

omponents, two coordinate systems are defined, one coordinate system

FCS) fixed at the origin, O and a moving and rotating coordinate sys-

em (MCS) attached to the base cylinder such that the Z ′ axis is parallel

o the Z axis as shown in the figure. Steering-cylinder is attached to a

ase cylinder and can rotate about the Z ′ axis. The S vector points to

he current velocity of the MechaCell and makes an angle of 𝛽 radians

ith the X ′ axis. The unbalanced mass rotated by a DC-motor with an

ngular velocity of 𝝎 which is both perpendicular to the Z ′ axis and S D , a

ector points to direction of unbalanced mass link in the X’Y’ plane. The

teering cylinder is rotated with a servo motor housed in the base and

ts orientation relative with the X ′ axis is given as 𝜙. Although axes Z

nd Z ′ are always parallel per the problem setup, the XY and X ′ Y ′ pairs

ay have different orientations due to the rotation of the MechaCell

uring motion. An important parameter shown as a sidenote in Fig. 3 is

he base cylinder rotation, 𝛾, which is defined as the angle between the

xed axis X and moving and rotating axis X ′ . 

As the un-balanced mass, m , rotates a planar reaction force, 𝐅 ′
𝑢 
, is

pplied to the base from the link at connector A. The MechaCell frame

oves depending on the current rotational speed of the unbalanced

ass, the amount of the unbalance mass overcoming the forces due the

riction, F f , between the body and the surface and the inertia. The ap-

lication direction of the reaction force can be changed by rotating the

teering cylinder (i.e. changing 𝜙) with respect to the base as shown in

ig. 3 using the attached servo motor. 
In this paper, the precision planar motion control algorithm of a

echaCell is presented with both analysis (i.e. mathematical model and

imulations) and experimental work. The proposed MechaCell system,

hich is designed as the building block element in these types of sys-

ems, have actuation capability with sensor and wireless connectivity in

 closed package (i.e. no wheels and/or moving extensions). With the

teady progress of electronics and sensor technologies, our primary mo-

ivation and focus is to design a reliable motion control system which

s precise and suitable for using collaborative mechatronic applications

uch as positioning under strict constraints. The primary contributions

f the research presented in this paper can be given as the mathemati-

al model for a mechatronic device equipped with a novel locomotion

ystem that includes friction and three dimensional centrifugal effects,

 feedback linearizing control system method featuring an extended Lu-

re friction model for rapid directional changes validated with test re-

ults. The controlled co-operation of these devices using the design and

lgorithm presented here is the topic of an upcoming publication. 

The outline of the remainder of the paper can be given as follows.

n Section 2 , a mathematical model that explains the planar motion of

he device is developed. Then, in Section 3 , the motion controller de-

eloped for the MechaCell device is presented. The experimental setup

o validate the controller performance is given in Section 4 . Finally, in

ection 5 , initial conclusions and future work will be discussed. 

. Mathematical model 

In this section, a control oriented translational mathematical model

or the MechaCell unit is developed. This model is used for initial sim-

lations before experimental validation. Part of this model is also used

s the estimation model in the friction compensation algorithm of the

echaCell’s motion controller as explained in the next chapter. 

The dynamic model for the motion of the MechaCell device can be

eveloped using planar motion principles of a rigid body under the in-

uence of a three-dimensional external force and a friction force due to
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Fig. 4. Free body diagram of the system in Fig. 3 . 
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liding. One of the challenges associated with the system setup is that

he motion force is generated by the acceleration of a component (un-

alanced mass) attached to a base frame that does planar translation and

otation motion. Therefore, a relative velocity and acceleration analy-

is using the fixed (FCS) and moving (MCS) coordinate systems is more

ppropriate to find the correct locomotion effect of the unbalance mass.

In Fig. 4 , forces affecting the motion of the MechaCell is shown using

 projected view from Z ′ S D plane given in Fig. 3 . The base can translate

n X and Y axis directions. In addition, the unbalanced mass can rotate

bout the Z ′ axis and about the axis both perpendicular to S D and Z ′ . Be-

ause of its motion it can be assumed that the unbalanced mass, m , has

isplacement, velocity and acceleration in three dimensions. The accel-

ration of the unbalanced mass, a m 

, can be represented in components

y using the orthogonal unit vectors i, j and k in X, Y and Z directions

espectively as shown in (1) . 

 𝐦 

= 𝑎 𝑚,𝑥 𝐢 + 𝑎 𝑚,𝑦 𝐣 + 𝑎 𝑚,𝑧 𝐤 (1)

From Fig. 4 , the force, F u , exerted by the rotating unbalanced mass

n the MechaCell, can be calculated using (2) . 

 𝐮 = 𝑚 𝐚 𝐦 

+ 𝑚𝑔𝐤 (2)

As (2) implies, calculation of unbalanced force, F u , requires the

alculation of the inertial acceleration of the unbalanced mass, m . In
Fig. 5. Acceleration of the Unbalanced Mass (a)Base and Relative Ac
ig. 5 (a) the components of the acceleration of the unbalanced mass is

hown for a simple linear motion case. It can be seen clearly that the

cceleration, a M 

, of the base cylinder is also a contributor to the inertial

cceleration of the unbalanced mass. It is also important to note that ad-

itional terms may be contributors since the rotation of the base cylinder

nd the steering mechanism also can cause rotation to the unbalanced

ass as shown in Fig. 3 . The total acceleration, a m 

, of the unbalanced

ass of the system can be calculated by using the relative acceleration

quation given in (3) by assuming XYZ as the fixed axis (FCS) and X ′ Y ′ Z ′

s the moving axis (MCS) coordinate systems. 

 𝐦 

= 𝐚 𝐌 

+ ̈𝛄 × 𝐫 𝐮 + 𝐚 𝐫𝐞𝐥 + �̇� × ( ̇𝛄 × 𝐫 𝐮 ) + 2( ̇𝛄 × 𝐯 𝐫𝐞𝐥 ) (3)

In (3) , a M 

, �̇� and ̈𝛄 are the acceleration, angular velocity and angular

cceleration of the MechaCell base (i.e. the moving frame) respectively.

 u , v rel and a rel are the position, velocity and acceleration of the unbal-

nced mass with respect to center of the base component. In Fig. 5 (b)

he effect of omission of the base acceleration and rotational compo-

ents and using only a rel is shown. Since the omission overestimates

he locomotion force, a 0.3 cm steady state error is observed for a single

ulse motor command (given at 100 PWM (40% duty cycle) level for 4 s)

imulation. Using a rel only for unbalanced force estimation is common

ractice. However, this difference is important to note for applications

here precise movement is a requirement. Therefore the moving frame

cceleration calculation given in (3) will be used in the controller design

lgorithms and system simulations. 

As shown in Fig. 4 , forces acting on the MechaCell system are the

eight and normal forces in the Z ′ direction, friction force, F f , in the

pposite of the velocity direction, S , and reaction force, F u the rotating

n the Z ′ S D plane. Applying Newton’s Second Law to the MechaCell with

ass, M , we can obtain the dynamic motion equations as given in (4) –

6) . 

 𝑀𝑔 + 𝐹 𝑢 sin ( 𝜃) + 𝑁 = 𝑀𝑎 𝑀,𝑧 = 0 (4) 

 𝑢 cos ( 𝜃) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝜙 + 𝛾) − 𝐹 𝑓 cos ( 𝛽 + 𝛾) = 𝑀𝑎 𝑀,𝑥 (5) 

 𝑢 cos ( 𝜃) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ( 𝜙 + 𝛾) − 𝐹 𝑓 cos ( 𝛽 + 𝛾) = 𝑀𝑎 𝑀,𝑦 (6) 
celeration (b) The Effect of base acceleration in F u calculations. 
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Table 1 

Parameters used in the mathematical model. 

Mass of the Mechacell M 0.049 [ kg ] 

Mass of the rotating unb. m 0.006 [ kg ] 

Inertia of the Mechacell I 0.0000123 [ kgm 

2 ] 

Radius of the Mechacell r M 0.025 [ m ] 

Radius of the rot. unb. r 0.004 [ m ] 

Angular speed of the unbalance 𝜔 Swept [ rad / s ] 

Coefficient of static friction 𝜇s 0.2 

Coefficient of kinetic friction 𝜇k 0.15 

Force prod. by the unbalance F u Calculated [ N ] 

Torque prod. by the sec. motor T s Calculated [ Nm ] 

Friction force F f Calculated [ N ] 

Friction torque T f Calculated [ Nm ] 

Normal force N Calculated [ N ] 

Gravitational constant g 9.81 [ m / s 2 ] 
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here N is the normal force applied on the base from the surface and F f is

he magnitude of the friction force experienced by the base in the direc-

ion opposite to the motion. The rotational dynamics of the MechaCell

tructure by using the derivative of the total angular momentum about

ts center of mass as shown in (7) . 

 ̈𝛾 = 𝑇 𝑠 + 𝑇 𝑢 − 𝑇 𝑓 (7)

n (7) , T s is the torque provided by the secondary motor, T u is the re-

ction torque generated by the unbalanced mass motion on the Mecha-

ell structure. Since it involves higher order sinusoidals multiplied with

mall moment arm values, the contribution of T u is very small and

urrently disregarded. As an example, the torque generated by the un-

alanced mass can be calculated by using the physical parameters. At

he maximum condition when 𝜃 = 0 , the torque can be estimated as

 𝑢 = 𝑟𝑚𝑟 ( ̈𝛾 + �̈�) , considering the rotational motion of unbalanced mass, m

s viewed from the X ′ Y ′ in Fig. 3 . The steering cylinder has a maximum

otational acceleration of �̈� = 500 rad/ s 2 (device specifications) and

he base cylinder rotation rate is less than approximately 1000 rad/ s 2 

ased on experimental data, this gives us a unbalanced torque value

f 𝑇 𝑢 ≈ 8 × 10 −5 Nm as an estimated maximum value using the values

iven in Table 1 . In (7) , I and 𝛾 are the rotational inertia and rotation of

he MechaCell about Z ′ axis respectively. T f is the friction torque gen-

rated by the friction force between the plane surface and the Mecha-

ell floor and can be approximated by 𝑇 𝑓 = 𝑟 𝑀 

𝐹 𝑓 (friction force ap-

lied at the rim) where r M 

is the radius of the MechaCell device using

he single friction clutch plate calculations given in references such as

16] . Likewise, we can estimate the static friction torque, T f,s by us-

ng the formula 𝑇 𝑓 ,𝑠 = 𝑟 𝑀 

( 𝑀 + 𝑚 ) 𝑔𝜇𝑠 ≈ 1 × 10 −2 Nm. T s varies on com-

and, however, comparison of the static friction torque and the es-

imated unbalance torque values supports the decision to neglect T u ,

n (7) . 

For precise control of the MechaCell motion the calculation of the

riction force is crucial. The friction force between the surface and the

ower surface of the MechaCell base can be estimated using various mod-

ls. For example, using the Coulomb Friction Model, the friction force

an be calculated by using the normal force, N , acting on the MechaCell

ads and a friction coefficient [17] . A Coulomb friction force estimation,

 c can be calculated as shown in (8) . 

 𝐜 = − 𝜇𝑘 𝑁𝐞 𝐯 = − 𝜇𝑘 ( 𝑀𝑔 − 𝐹 𝑢 sin ( 𝜃)) 𝐞 𝐯 (8)

here 𝜃 is the current orientation of the unbalanced mass link, e v is a

nit vector in the direction of the velocity of the MechaCell and its in the

irection of the translation vector S . 𝜇k is the friction coefficient when

he device is in motion. The calculation of the friction force with the

oulomb approach results in a simple and quick estimation. However,

he friction force is known to change with various factors as noted by

any researchers and more detailed models exist [18–21] including the

exibility of the contact interactions and direction. One of these mod-
ls is known as the LuGre model and can be represented as shown in

9) –(12) . 

 𝑓 = 𝜎0 𝑧 + 𝜎1 ̇𝑧 + 𝑓 ( 𝑣 ) (9) 

̇  = 𝑣 − 𝜎0 |𝑣 |∕ 𝑔( 𝑣 ) 𝑧 (10) 

( 𝑣 ) = 𝐹 𝑐 + ( 𝐹 𝑠 − 𝐹 𝑐 ) 𝑒 − |𝑣 ∕ 𝑣 𝑠 |
𝛼

(11) 

( 𝑣 ) = 𝜎2 𝑣 (12) 

The friction model given between (9) and (14) have many applica-

ion specific parameters. F s , represent the stiction force and is calculated

sing 𝐹 𝑠 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑁 . f ( v ) is the viscous friction force therefore 𝜎2 is the vis-

ous friction coefficient which determined to be around 0.3 Ns/m. 𝛼

n function g ( v ) is taken as 1 based on the discussion given in [22] . z

s an internal state of the friction model and spring and damper con-

tants, 𝜎0 and 𝜎1 are taken as 13 N/mm and 6 Ns/mm respectively. v s 
s the exponential decay constant in function g ( v ) and a value of 8 mm / s

s used. Although physical interpretations exists, in order to determine

hese values, the estimated value of the friction force, F f , was determined

rom the experimental data points using 𝐹 𝑓 = 𝐹 𝑢,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ( 𝑀 + 𝑚 ) 𝑎 𝑀 

and

ecorded with the corresponding velocity. Since at each data point mo-

or command is known, but the angular position of the unbalanced mass,

, is not measured, a maximum unbalance torque F u,max was calculated

sing the motor command data. Then, using the calculated F f vs. v pairs

ased on the experimental data points given in Fig. 6 (a), fitting LuGre

odel parameters were calculated. The model fit is given in the same

gure as a solid line. 

In the original form of the LuGre model, friction force generated due

o the translation motion in the direction of motion is considered. How-

ver, in our system there is also rapid directional change of motion that

ffect the friction force experienced by the MechaCell due to rapid ro-

ation of the steering base (i.e. rapid change of 𝜙). Therefore, a second

table state, 𝜉 was added that becomes active as the device changes F u 
irection on the XY plane and quickly converges to zero if the new direc-

ion is conserved as shown in (13) . In calculations, to obtain a reasonable

elay, 𝜎3 is used as 0.04, h function was set to 𝜋|�̇�| and 𝜎4 = 0.05N/rad

as used. The calculated effect of the rotational angle extension to the

uGre friction model is presented in Fig. 6 (b). The data points show the

alculated value of friction, F f , when the device have a velocity between

.005 and 0.05 m/s range with changing steering cylinder velocity, 𝜙.

he effect of friction is seemingly high in the low �̇� values since this is

lso the high acceleration start area. 

The parametes in the LuGre extension given in (13) and (14) are

hosen accordingly as presented in Fig. 6 (b). 

̇ = �̇� − 𝜎3 |�̇�|∕ ℎ ( �̇�) 𝜉 (13)

hen the total friction calculation given in (9) can be modified as shown

n (14) . The direction of the friction force is the opposite of motion, i.e.

n the − 𝐞 𝐯 direction. 

 𝑓 = 𝜎0 𝑧 + 𝜎1 ̇𝑧 + 𝑓 ( 𝑣 ) + 𝜎4 𝜉 (14)

The force applied by the unbalanced mass to the system is a function

f the motor rotational speed 𝜔 since the unbalanced mass and the link

ength do not change. The motor rotational speed is a function of the

ommand signal which is given as a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

ignal. PWM signal is a standard input signal used in power electronics

nd its typical designator is the width modulation [23] given in the

nits of duty cycle percentage % DC . The constant that relates the PWM

ignal to the maximum unbalance force, F u is calculated experimentally

s 𝐾 𝑣𝑏 = 13 𝑥 10 −6 where 𝐹 𝑢 = 𝐾 𝑣𝑏 × % 𝐷𝐶 mN . In Table 1 , all the major

arameters with numerical values (if applicable) used in the simulation

f the mathematical model are summarized. 

In Fig. 7 , comparison between the mathematical model and ex-

erimental data from the real system is shown for a single direction
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Fig. 6. (a) Identifying LuGre Model Parameters (b) The effect of base speed on friction calculations. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the dynamic models with different friction calculations. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the mathematical models in planar motion with the experimental data. 
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Fig. 9. Position feedback control scheme of the MechaCell. 
ranslation (rectilinear motion) case. The speed command value is in-

reased from 0 to 100 in 10 s, then the polarity is reversed (i.e. direc-

ion of rotation is changed) and the command is decreased from 100 to

 with constant slope. The calibration for motor command and angular

peed is given as 14.65 rad/s/%DC. It can be seen that the model using

uGre friction model, which includes the velocity and flexible interac-

ions (effective in the encircled regions) and the effect of base accel-

ration of the contacting surfaces is predicting the real world response

etter than conventional Couloumb friction model which only includes

he normal force. In this case, since the steering wheel is not moving,

here is no change in the direction of MechaCell and the state, 𝜉, is al-

ays 0 and therefore not contributing to the friction calculations. The

riction identification experiments also show a delayed start that points

o the existence of motor driver circuit and communication related de-

ays. This delay is not studied in this work. In Fig. 8 , instead of single

irection motion, a planar translation profile was used where the steer-

ng wheel rotates during the motion as well. It can be seen from the

esults that modification on the LuGre model, which compensates for

he direction changes of the sliding surface, predicts the friction force

etter for the planar motion. The encircled regions in the figure show

his compensation in accord to the experiment data when the steering

ystem of the MechaCell device is used. Better match with experimental

ata is possible, however, only the correct direction of compensation is

argetted to avoid over-calibrating. 
. Motion controller 

In Fig. 9 , the overview of the closed-loop control system used in the

otion control of the MechaCell device is presented. The desired pla-

ar position and orientation is communicated to the device using wire-

ess messaging. Since the MechaCell moves using the unbalanced mass
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desired position, MechaCell’s orientation and steering-cylinder orientation. 

 

d  

t  

o  

f

 

g  
eaction force that generates motion in one direction, the desired posi-

ion values are converted to desired translation and direction informa-

ion using the “Target Path Mapping ” calculations. The testbed used in

his study have the high definition image capture capability and mea-

ured acceleration is sent to each device as a wireless message. All of

his information is then used by the “Motion Controller ” to generate the

ranslation and rotation control signal sent to the MechaCell motors. In

he remainder of this section target path mapping and motion controller

eatures shown in this figure will be discussed. 

In Fig. 10 , desired translation and direction generation based on the

esired Cartesian coordinates of the MechaCell device is presented. At

 typical instant MechaCell should travel from its current position, R M 

,

ollowing the vector starting at its current position and ending at the

esired position, R D . This vector is shown as S D . Hence, to move to-

ards the desired point, the servo controller should position the steer-

ng cylinder such that ∠𝐒 𝐃 = 𝜙 + 𝛾 where 𝛾 is the orientation of the

echaCell with respect to the fixed frame XY and 𝜙 is the angle of the

nbalanced mass link with respect to the moving and rotating frame

 ′ Y ′ . 

The desired translation reference used by the s-controller, and the

ervo controller is shown in (15) . 

 𝑑𝑒𝑠 = |𝐑 𝐃 − 𝐑 𝐌 

| (15)

here, R D and R M 

are the desired and MechaCell’s current position vec-

ors w.r.t. the inertial coordinate system. The desired direction of the

ranslation can be calculated by using the direction of the s des and cur-

ent orientation of the Mechacell on the XY plane, 𝜃 which is a sensor

nput as shown in (16) . 

= ∠𝐒 − 𝛾 (16)
𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝐃 

Fig. 11. The Motion Control algorit
During the simulations and experiments performed for this work, the

esired orientation of the MechaCell, 𝛾des , is commanded as 0 ∘ so that

he fixed and moving frames are kept aligned. In other cases, depending

n the application, the angular orientation can also be controlled as a

unction of time using the reference input. 

In Fig. 11 , interaction of the “Motion Controller ” and “Plant ” blocks

iven in Fig. 9 are explained in detail. The motion controller has
hm for the MechaCell Device. 
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Fig. 12. Friction Observer (from Fig. 11 ) with heading and inertial compensa- 

tion. 
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Fig. 13. Experimental setup in the laboratory. 

Table 2 

Numerical values of the error parameters from the experiment 

and the simulations. 

x err [ m ] y err [ m ] 𝜖[ m ] 

Simulation: Extended Lugre 

0.00030 0.00035 0.00015 

Experiment 1: Original LuGre 

0.00490 0.00360 0.00140 

Experiment 2: Extended LuGre 

0.00420 0.00290 0.00100 

Experiment from [14] : PID + Coulomb 

0.00470 0.00330 0.00120 
hree subsystems: an open loop steering servo command function that

urns the steering cylinder to the desired angle, a translation con-

roller (s-controller) controls the motion of the MechaCell at the current

eading by controlling magnitude to the actuating force through rota-

ional velocity of the unbalanced mass, and an orientation controller

 𝛾-controller)-controlling orientation of the MechaCell device by com-

anding a reaction torque generated by the second vibration motor at-

ached at the top of the MechaCell. 

The control algorithm also features an observer that predicts the fric-

ion force experienced by the device and the commanded unbalanced

ass rotational speed is compensated accordingly. The friction observer

lock shown in Fig. 11 is given in detail in Fig. 12 . The basis for the fric-

ion compensator is the friction model explained in the previous section

ased on the underlying equations given in (1) –(14) . These set of non-

inear equations receive the current translational acceleration, current

ontroller command, q s , servo command, 𝜙des , device translational ac-

eleration components, { ̈𝑥 , ̈𝑦 } , rotational velocity and acceleration (i.e.

̇ and �̈�) as the input and calculate the estimated friction force acting

n the system. In the implementation of the friction estimator, first the

cceleration of the unbalanced mass, a m 

can be calculated using the sen-

or data and the controller signals, then a maximum value for the un-

alanced force, F u can be found using the controller command by also

ncluding the current acceleration of the unbalanced mass. This value

nd the velocity information can be used in Eqs. (8) and (9) to esti-

ate the current friction force F f experienced on the base surface. The

tability of the LuGre friction model algorithm was studied by many re-

earchers [18,24] . It can also be seen that the extended model used in

his paper is also stable since the added state, 𝜉, given in Eq. (12) is

table and decoupled from the rest of the plant dynamics. 

When the friction estimation algorithm is implemented with prop-

rly calibrated parameters, the estimation error, 𝑒 𝐹 ,𝑓 = 𝐹 𝑓 ,𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐹 𝑓 is

mall, the contribution from the friction force can be assumed as a dis-

urbance and the controllers can be designed accordingly as a second

rder system with inertia dynamics. In fact, with e f ≈0 the transfer func-

ions representing the translation dynamics (i.e. 𝐺 𝑠 ( 𝑠 ) = 𝑆( 𝑠 )∕ 𝑆 𝑑𝑒𝑠 ( 𝑠 ) )
nd the rotation dynamics (i.e. 𝐺 𝛾 ( 𝑠 ) = 𝛾( 𝑠 )∕ 𝛾𝑑𝑒𝑠 ( 𝑠 ) ) in Fig. 11 can be

iven as shown in (17) and (18) respectively. 

 𝑠 ( 𝑠 ) = 

𝐶 𝑝 𝐾 𝑣𝑏 

𝑚𝑠 2 + 𝐶 𝑣 𝐾 𝑣𝑏 𝑠 + 𝐶 𝑝 𝐾 𝑣𝑏 

(17) 

 𝛾 ( 𝑠 ) = 

𝐶 𝑟𝑝 𝐾 𝑣𝑏𝑇 

𝐼𝑠 2 + 𝐶 𝑟𝑣 𝐾 𝑣𝑏𝑇 𝑠 + 𝐶 𝑟𝑝 𝐾 𝑣𝑏𝑇 

(18) 

here C p , C v velocity and position controller parameters for the transla-

ion loop and C rp , C rv are the rotational position and velocity controller

arameters for the rotation loop respectively. Constants K vb and K vbT 

re signal-to-effort servomotor constants as discussed before. Based on

he inertia properties of the MechaCell devices these unity gain transfer
unctions are tuned to have critically damped nature so that the response

btained will have no overshoot but fast response. The value selected

or C p also affects the noise rejection property of the system. The C p 

nd C v values selected for the s-control loop are 10 and 29 respectively.

or the 𝛾-control loop, 0.1 and 180 are used for C rv and C rp parameters

espectively. 

. Simulation and experiments 

After the mathematical model and the motion controller are pre-

ared as explained in the previous sections, an experimental setup was

onstructed for validation. The experimental setup in the laboratory con-

ists of five major components: a PC with Bluetooth capability, a table

op platform, an overhead camera, a power-source, MechaCells and a

orkpiece as shown in Fig. 13 . 

Device tracking algorithm is based on color recognition and the infor-

ation is then send to the MechaCells through Bluetooth. Experiments

re performed on a platform over which the overhead camera is placed

or motion tracking. The platform is 50 ×50 cm and its floor is made of

tyrofoam. MechaCells are powered with an external power-source of

0 [ V ]. To eliminate the influence of a tether on MechaCell’s motion a

ery thin wire (magnetic wire) is used. 

Using the constructed experimental setup, single MechaCell path fol-

owing experiments are performed to see the effectiveness of the control

lgorithm developed. For the real experiments same controller calibra-

ion is used as in the Matlab/Simulink simulations as explained in the

revious section and Figs. 9 and 11 . Path tracking simulation and ex-

eriment results are presented in Fig. 14 . In Table 2 as numerical error

arameters, deviation from desired position in x and y, x err , and, y err ,

espectively and deviation from path, 𝜖, from the experiment and simu-

ations are listed. 

As it can be seen from Fig. 14 , simulation results are much better

han real-life experiments because of the noise and disturbance in the

eal setup most importantly coming from the overhead tracking cam-

ra. Starting points of all data is normalized for ( − 9 cm, − 10 cm) point

or fair comparison. However, when the experiments are compared to

ach other, the extended LuGre compensation which includes the effect
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Fig. 14. Results of the path following tasks of a single MechaCell with experiments and simulation. 
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f rapid direction change of the MechaCell tracks the path better in

uring sharp turns. When the direction change is slow, both algorithms

ehave the similar as expected. The tracking results are also tabulated in

able 2 . The extended LuGre compensator error results are better as the

ystem performs better in sharp turns of the “B ” shape, and overall 14%

mprovement in the contour error. The extended LuGre algorithm also

erformed better than the highly calibrated PID controller used in [14] .

Our experiments and calculated error data show that a successful

otion controller is developed for the MechaCell system including a di-

ection aware LuGre friction compensation algorithm. This controller

ives better tracking results than using a conventional friction compen-

ator only. In Fig. 15 , the motor control command and the friction com-

ensation is given for the B-shape experiment presented in Fig. 14 “Ex-

ended LuGre ” version. In order to show the effect of the directional

ompensation the important parts that corresponds to different parts of
he travel are highlighted in boxes with numbers. In dashed box num-

ered 1, the device makes its first sharp turn and the compensation re-

cts to that with increased command even though the speed (slope of

he first plot) did not change considerably. In dashed box 2, this is re-

eated for the next sharp turn in the B-shape. The reason for the dual

orrection is the fact that our steering motor only rotates between 0 ∘

nd 180 ∘ and changes rotation direction for angles between 180 ∘ and

60 ∘ as explained in [14] . Therefore, it negotiates this sharp turn in two

ommands as shown in the second subplot where steering command 𝜙

s given. In dashed box 3, the MechaCell device reaches to the end of

he path, however due to the cyclic feeding of our reference algorithm

he device tries the next B-shape before the experiment is stopped. This

xtra movement can also be seen in Fig. 14 . Deviation from path error

arameter’s value is in sub–centimeter scale, which is a successful path

racking for out requirements. 
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Fig. 15. Results of the path following tasks of a single MechaCell with experiments and simulation. 
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. Conclusion 

Work presented in this paper outlines the motion controller design

f a modular mechatronic device, the MechaCell. MechaCell is simple

odule that contains sensor, actuator and control features and as a pack,

echaCells may able to overcome complicated tasks such as workpiece

anipulation on a surface. A scalable and novel locomotion system is

ntegrated in the design on the MechaCell that uses a mechanism that

onverts steerable unbalanced mass motion into controller and precise

ranslational motion. 

The motion controller features three sub-systems: a translational con-

roller ( s -controller), steering and orientation controllers ( 𝜙 and 𝛾 con-

rollers). The controller uses an improved friction compensation algo-

ithm with corrected inertial effects that linearizes the plant dynamics.

riction force is estimated using the mathematical model developed for

he MechaCell. A popular friction estimation approach, LuGre friction

odel, is used and this method is extended so that rapid changes in the

irection of motion is also compensated. Moreover, the estimation also

ses the inertial acceleration of the unbalanced mass by considering mo-

ion of the parts of the device. Our simulation and experimental results

how the designed translation system (controller and the mechanism)

orks well including the extension on the friction algorithm which pro-

ides additional improvements up to 14% for contour tracking error as

ompared to the results given in [14] that was obtained using PID con-

rollers, estimation based on Coulomb friction and relative acceleration

f the unbalanced mass only. We believe current results are a good step

n the right direction for precise motion applications although still in its

arly stages. However, there may some applications in the near future,

or example, to repair the surface of hard to reach surfaces by additive

anufacturing or laser sintering of fragile surfaces where the precision

equirements can be more forgiving. 
Future work will include, improving the orientation ( 𝛾-) control us-

ng detailed plant dynamics, miniaturization of the MechaCell device

ranslation module and implementation of this system with multiple

echaCells forming a pack to perform a precision task as positioning for

ow impact manufacturing devices. Communication delay is not studied

n this work and is a factor when more than one devices are controlled

ogether as part of a pack. 
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